
GCFA MEETING MINUTES 

December 13, 2016  

6:10-9:00 

Attendees: Fox, Blake, Kristie, Taylor, Rowsey 

 Publish the by-laws to our website’ 

 Got the EIN number- pay for 1023 EZ; incorporated date is needed for this it should be on 

original paperwork, cost is $275. EIN number is: 1814471755 

 Need a bank account, we are non-profit for the state but not federal 
                               *Pay $275 for EIN with a bank account it looks more official 

                               * Don’t take any donations before January 1st because we aren’t a federal non-profit 

 May need to file taxes for 2016 since money has already been put into the organization 

 Sponsorship: Work on sponsorship information so we can get out 

 Who will do pictures? Susan, Kate, Sharon: we need to reach out for pricing. 

 SOP’s and objectives are something we need to have a long meeting for. 

 Johnston County Schools-facility use form ($500) 

 Game fields, practice fields? 

 Work on budget for the year ($25,000) 

 Get budgets for Taylor (get Apex and Raleigh, so we can see how they work theirs) 

 Look at East Wake’s Rules and Regulations so we can address our questions and 

concerns with them 

 Work on Coaches!! 

 We need to look and see how many people can be on a roster 

 Insurance: Blake’s cousin donates the money? 

*Instalment planes for insurance? 

 Made up our sponsorship levels and pricing 

 ASG- $1500 a year, we need to sign the document and Fox will find out what the 

payments will be. We will accept cards only. If we must accept another form of payment 

it is at our discretion. 

 Not opening coaching positions to public, we will interview and vote and then we said 

we’d put on Facebook that we need coaches and we will hold interviews. What will we 

do? 

 Background link information needs to go on website. 

 Cleveland Panthers (use their colors and old logo) 

 

 


